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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of implicitly defined surfaces in solid modeling or free form
modeling has some important advantages over parametric surface repre-
sentations. Quadric patches are the simplest implicit patches that can be
used for free-form surface constructions. Recently several algorithms have
been given for obtaining piecewise quadric approximations of implicitly
defined manifolds [4, 5]. In this paper we derive estimates for the
algorithms given in [4]. Analogous results can also be obtained for other
algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. First we collect in Section 2 some
technical prerequisites concerning polyhedral hull, implicit Bézier patches
and macro patches for piecewise quadric surfaces which are constructed as
in [4]. In Section 3 we give the estimates for the algorithms given in [4].
2. SOME PREREQUISITES
2.1. Polyhedral Hull
Let X={x1, ..., xN} … R3. We denote by T={I=(i, j, k) : (i, j, k) ¥J}
a triangulation of X. Moreover TI=[x i, x j, xk] is the planar triangle
spanned by x i, i ¥ I, and T(X) :=1I ¥T TI denotes the surface consisting of
triangular pieces with the points x i ¥ X as vertices. A polyhedral hull S is a
collection of tetrahedra, that contains T(X).
The intersection TI 5 TJ, for any I, J ¥T, is empty or a vertex or a
common edge of TI and TJ. For E … I with cardinality |E|=2, the edge
spanned by x i, i ¥ E, is denoted by [E]. Denote by (TI), (E), (A) the
relative interior of the triangle [TI], or the edge [E] or generally of the
convex hull [A] of a given set A ¥ R3, respectively. Moreover, we need the
concept of transversal system [4].
Definition 2.1. A collection L of lines LI, I ¥T is called a transversal
system if the following properties hold.
(i) For each I ¥T, LI intersects (TI) in one point denoted by yI.
(ii) For any two adjacent triangles TI, TJ with common edge [E],
E=TI 5 TJ, the lines LI and LJ span a two-dimensional plane PE which
intersects (E) in some point yE.
2.2. Implicit Bézier Patches
An implicitly defined (algebraic) surface is understood to be the set of
real zeros {x ¥ R3 : p(x)=0} of some polynomial p ¥ R[x1, x2, x3].
Given any set V of four affinely independent points v1, ..., v4 ¥ R3
generating the simplex [V], and given any polynomial p, the set
SV, p={x ¥ [V] : p(x)=0} will be referred to as an implicit patch (which,
at this point, may be empty). Barycentric coordinates l=l(x, V)=
(l1, ..., l4) are defined by x=;4j=1 ljvj, ;4j=1 lj=1. We use the Bernstein–
Bézier representation p(x)=;|a|=k daBa(l(x, V)). Here for any a ¥ Z4+ |a| :=
;4j=1 aj, a! :=a1! · · · ! a4! and la=la11 · · ·la44 . The Bernstein basis functions
are given by Ba(l) :=
|a|!
a! l
a and one has
C
|a|=n
Ba(l)=1, Ba(l) \ 0, l ¥ [V]. (2.1)
2.3. Macro Patches for Piecewise Quadric Surfaces
Suppose that L is a transversal system. One chooses points
vI, wI ¥ LI ¥L such that {hi 5 LI, yI} … [vI, wI], i ¥ I, where hi is the
tangent plane at the point x i, and yI is the intersection of LI and TI,
yI ¥ (TI). Moreover, vI and wI lie on different sides of the plane spanned by
TI. We represent yI in the form
yI=C
m ¥ I
cmx
m, C
m ¥ I
cm=1, cm > 0, (2.2)
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and
y i, j=m11x
i+m12x
j, y j, k=m21x
j+m22x
k, yk, i=m31x
k+m32x
i, (2.3)
where
mm1 +m
m
2 =1, m
m
l > 0, l=1, 2, m=1, 2, 3. (2.4)
For each of the following six tetrahedra (see Fig. 1)
[VI, 1] :=[x i, y i, j, yI, vI], [VI, 2] :=[x j, y i, j, yI, vI],
[VI, 3] :=[x j, y j, k, yI, vI], [VI, 4] :=[xk, y j, k, yI, vI],
[VI, 5] :=[xk, yk, i, yI, vI], [VI, 6] :=[x i, yk, i, yI, vI],
(2.5)
a quadratic polynomial
pI, j(x)= C
|a|=2
d jaBa(l(x, VI, j)) (2.6)
will be constructed in such a way that the function pI defined by
pI |[VI, j]=pI, j has continuous first order derivatives on gI :=16j=1 [VI, j].
Here the Bézier coefficients dI=dI, m0, 0, 0, 2, m=1, ..., 6, are free, while the
FIG. 1. gI is divided in six sections.
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other Bézier coefficients da are determined through the interpolation
conditions and C1 conditions. Set
d l2, 0, 0, 0=0, l=1· · · 6,
d11, 1, 0, 0=
1
2 n
i · (y i, j−x i), d21, 1, 0, 0=
1
2 n
j · (y i, j−x j),
d31, 1, 0, 0=
1
2 n
j · (y j, k−x j), d41, 1, 0, 0=
1
2 n
k · (y j, k−xk),
d51, 1, 0, 0=
1
2 n
k · (yk, i−xk), d61, 1, 0, 0=
1
2 n
i · (yk, i−x i),
and
d l1010=
1
2 n
i
f · (y
I−x i), d l1001=
1
2 n
i
f · (v
I−x i), l=1, 6,
d l1010=
1
2 n
j
f · (y
I−x j), d l1001=
1
2 n
j
f · (v
I−x j), l=2, 3,
d l1010=
1
2 n
k
f · (y
I−xk), d l1001=
1
2 n
k
f · (v
I−xk), l=4, 5,
(2.7)
d10101=d
2
0101=m
1
1d
1
1001+m
1
2d
2
1001,
d30101=d
4
0101=m
2
1d
3
1001+m
2
2d
4
1001,
d50101=d
6
0101=m
3
1d
5
1001+m
3
2d
6
1001,
d10110=d
2
0110=m
1
1d
1
1010+m
1
2d
2
1010,
d30110=d
4
0110=m
2
1d
3
1010+m
2
2d
4
1010,
d50110=d
6
0110=m
3
1d
5
1010+m
3
2d
6
1010,
d10200=d
2
0200=m
1
1d
1
1100+m
1
2d
2
1100,
d30200=d
4
0200=m
2
1d
3
1100+m
2
2d
4
1100,
d50200=d
6
0200=m
3
1d
5
1100+m
3
2d
6
1100,
(2.8)
where mml , l=1, 2, m=1, 2, 3 are as in (2.3), as well as
d l0020=cid
1
1010+cjd
3
1010+ckd
5
1010,
d l0011=cid
1
1001+cjd
3
1001+ckd
5
1001,
where l=1, ..., 6 and cm, m ¥ I are as in (2.2).
Consider the tetrahedra JI 5 J :=[x i, x j, vI, vJ] and
[GK, 1] :=[x i, yE, vK, vI, J], [GK, 2] :=[v j, yE, vK, vI, J], K=I, J,
(2.9)
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FIG. 2. The gap between gI and gj is filled.
(see Fig. 2). The tetrahedron JI 5 J is the gap between gI and gj. One has
vI, J=zK1 y
E+zK2 y
K+zK3 v
K, C
3
m=1
zKm=1, K=I, J. (2.10)
The objective is to construct for each of the four sets in (2.9) a polynomial
qK, m(x)= C
|a|=2
gK, ma Ba(l(x, GK, m)), K=I, J, m=1, 2, (2.11)
such that the patch SE, v :=1{S[GK, m], gK, m : K ¥ {I, J}, m=1, 2} joins SI and
SJ with tangent plane continuity. Here the Bézier coefficients g
K, m
a are
determined through the interpolation conditions and C1 conditions. One
has as in [4]
gK, ma =d
K, m
a , supp(a) ı GK, m 5 VK, m, (2.12)
where GK, m, K=I, J, m=1, 2 are defined as in (2.9), VK, m as in (2.5),
gK, m1001=z
K
1 d
K, m
1100+z
K
2 d
K, m
1010+z
K
3 d
K, m
1001 ,
gK, m0101=z
I
1d
I, 1
0200+z
I
2d
K, 1
0110+z
I
3d
K, 1
0101,
gK, m0011=z
K
1 d
K, 1
0101+z
K
2 d
K, 1
0011+z
K
3 d
K, 1
0002,
(2.13)
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and
gK, m0002=
1
2 (g
I, m
0011+g
J, m
0011), K=I, J, m=1, 2, (2.14)
where zKi is defined as in (2.10).
For ¨I :=[x i, x j, xk, wI] and MI 5 J :=[x i, x j, wI, wJ] we also use the
abbreviation similar to (2.5) and (2.10), respectively. Let
wI, J=gK1 y
E+gK2 y
K+gK3 w
K, C
3
m=1
gKm=1, K=I, J. (2.15)
We have similar expressions to (2.6) and (2.11), respectively.
3. ERROR ESTIMATES
In this section we assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
{1} Let
S :={x ¥ R3 | f(x)=0}, f: R3Q R,
be a smooth surface, where f(x) ¥ C3, x ¥ D0, D0 is a convex set. We
denote by fŒ(x) and fœ(x) the gradient, respectively, the Hessian of f at
the position x.
{2} Given some points X={x i, i=1, ..., N} in S and X … D0.
Suppose that T … D0 is a triangulation of X, and S … D0 is a polyhedral
hull. Suppose that
d= sup
gI, ¨I,I I 5 J,L I 5 J ¥ S
3diam(gI), diam(¨I), diam 1 I
I 5 J
2 , diam 1 L
I 5 J
24 > 0
is the diameter of S. Here, for example, diam(gI) is the maximal length of
the edges of gI.
{3} Suppose that
fS: R3Q R (3.1)
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is a piecewise quadratic function satisfying the interpolation conditions,
fS(x i)=f(x i), n
i
S=n
i, i=1, ..., N, (3.2)
where x i are the vertices of T 5 S, n i and n iS are the unit normal vectors of
S and SS at the points x i, respectively. Then
SS :={x ¥ R3 | fS(x)=0} (3.3)
is an implicit, piecewise quadric interpolating surface. Suppose that the
normalized gradient of fS(x) on SS is continuous.
Estimates for
|f(x)−fS(x)|, (3.4)
and
||x−w||., (3.5)
will be given. Here w ¥ S 5 SS, and x ¥ S 5 S has the smallest Euclidean
distance from w.
One has fgI (x)=fS(x), x ¥gI … S and fJI 5 J (x)=fS(x), x ¥JI 5 J
… S. Let SgI :={x ¥gI | fgI (x)=0}, SJI 5 J :={x ¥JI 5 J | fJI 5 J (x)=0}.
The smooth piecewise quadric surfaces which are constructed as in [4]
have one free parameter per patch. We use an interpolating condition of
the function f(x) to determine the free parameter. Let
dI0002=f(v
I). (3.6)
Theorem 3.1. If the conditions {1}–{3} and (3.6) hold, then there exists
a constant t > 0 independent of d and S, so that
|f(x)−fS(x)| [ td3, -x ¥ S. (3.7)
Proof. If the interpolating data come from a quadric, then the method
of [4] together with (3.6), will reproduce the quadric.
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Given the polyhedral hull S one considers projectors of the form,
QS(f, x) :=C
N
i=1
1f(x i) fi(x)+C2
j=1
“
“xj
f(x i) gi, j(x)2+ C
I ¥T
f(vI) hI(x),
(3.8)
where the fi, gi, j, hi are suitable fundamental piecewise quadrics on S, i.e.,
which are biorthogonal to the functionals dxi, (“/“xj)| ix, dvI, respectively.
Suppose now that C is any of the macro cells gI, ¨I, JIj 5 Jj , or MIj 5 Jj ,
etc., in S. It suffices to estimate
||f−QS(f)||. (C) [ inf
P
(||f−P||. (C)+||QS(P−f)||. (C)), (3.9)
where the infimum is taken over all polynomials of degree at most two and
where one uses the fact that QS(P)=P for these polynomials. The first
term is standard and yields the expected bound of order d3. The second
term can be estimated by terms of the form |f(x i)−P(x i)| ||fi ||. (C),
x i ¥ C, |f(vI)−P(vI)| ||hI ||., vI ¥ C, and |(“/“xj) f(x i)−(“/“xj) P(x i)|
||gI, J ||. (C), x i ¥ C. Since ||fi ||. (C), ||hI ||. (C)=1 the estimate for the best
polynomial approximation in L. gives again a bound of the form d3. Since
by biorthogonality and chain rule ||gi, j ||. (C) [ Cd and P can be chosen so
that the first order derivatives are still accurate of order d2 also, the last
group of terms can be bounded by a bound of the form d3. There are
finitely many macro cells in S. With this, the statement of the theorem is
proved. L
Corollary 3.1. Under the conditions of {1}–{3}, (3.6), with M :=
{w | fS(w)=0}, one has |f(w)| [ td3, w ¥M.
We now estimate (3.5). To this end we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose f is a twice continuously differentiable function.
Also suppose that the Hessian fœ of f(x) satisfies for two constants a \ 0
and q > 0
||fœ(x)−fœ(y)||. [ a ||x−y||q., -x, y ¥ D0. (3.10)
Then it is valid for all x, y ¥ D0
|f(y)−f(x)−(y−x)T fŒ(x)− 12(y−x)T fœ(x)(y−x)|
[
a
(q+1)(q+2)
||y−x|| (q+2). .
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Proof.
I=|f(y)−f(x)−(y−x)T fŒ(x)− 12 (y−x)T fœ(x)(y−x)|
=: F 1
0
(y−x)T (fŒ(x+t(y−x))−fŒ(x)−tfœ(x)(y−x)) dt :
=: F 1
0
F 1
0
(y−x)T (tfœ(x+t1t(y−x))−tfœ(x))(y−x) dt1 dt :
[ ||y−x||2. F
1
0
t 5F 1
0
a ||t1t(y−x)||
q
. dt16 dt
=
a
(q+1)(q+2)
||y−x|| (q+2). . L
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that M :={w | fS(w)=0}. Under the condi-
tions {1}–{3} and (3.6), it is true for a constant k > 0 that
||((fŒ(x))T)+||. [ k, -x ¥ S, (3.11)
where ((fŒ)T)+=((fŒ)T)* ((fŒ)T ((fŒ)T)*)−1. Suppose that w ¥ s 5M, and
that x ¥ s 5 S is a point of S that has the smallest distance from w. Let
a˜=max(t, a, c)
d <
−3+`9+168/ka˜
14
,
(3.12)
where t is as in (3.7), the constant a > 0, c > 0, and
||fœ(y)−fœ(x)||. [ a ||y−x||.,
||fœ(x)||. [ c, for all y, x ¥ D0.
(3.13)
Then there exists a constant b > 0, so that ||w−x||. [ bd3.
Proof. Let x, w be as above and define
e(w, x) :=f(w)−f(x)−(fŒ(x))T (w−x)− 12(w−x)T fœ(x)(w−x).
(3.14)
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Since f(x)=0 one gets
(fŒ(x))T (w−x)=f(w)−e(w, x)− 12 (w−x)T fœ(x)(w−x),
where e(w, x) is as in (3.14). Because x is a solution of minx
{||w−x||. | f(x)=0}, one has (w−x) + ker(fŒ(x)). Therefore we con-
clude that ((fŒ(x))T)+ (fŒ(x))T (w−x)=(w−x) [1] and obtain
(w−x)T=f(w)((fŒ(x))T)+−e(w, x)((fŒ(x))T)+
− 12 ((fŒ(x))T)+ (w−x)T fœ(x)(w−x). (3.15)
With Corollary 3.1 one gets
|f(w)| [ td3. (3.16)
Taking norms on both sides of (3.15) and bearing the estimates in (3.11),
(3.16), and (3.13) in mind, one has
||w−x||. [ ktd3+
ka
6
||w−x||3.+
kc
2
||w−x||2.. (3.17)
Letting
z=||w−x||., (3.18)
we see in view of (3.17) that kaz3+3ckz2−6z+6ktd3 \ 0. Because of (3.12)
and z \ 0 one gets ka˜z3+3ka˜z2−6z+6ka˜d3 \ 0, i.e.,
z3+3z2−
6z
ka˜
+6d3 \ 0. (3.19)
We now estimate those values of z for which (3.19) holds. Let
y(z) :=z3+3z2−
6z
ka˜
+6d3. (3.20)
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From (3.20) it follows that
lim
zQ+.
y(z)=+., lim
zQ −.
y(z)=−., (3.21)
and that
y(0)=6d3 > 0. (3.22)
We have
y(d)=d 17d2+3d− 6
ka˜
2 , (3.23)
and (3.12) implies
y(d) < 0. (3.24)
On account of (3.21)–(3.24) and the continuity of y(z), y(z)=0 has three
real roots. Further, for the three real roots of y(z) one has z1 < 0, z2 > 0,
and z3 > z2. The corresponding curve for ka˜=1, d=(
1
6)
1/3 is displayed in
Fig. 3.
FIG. 3. Distribution of the roots of y=z3+3z2−6z+1.
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Since y(d) < 0, one has d < z3. Therefore we do not need to consider the
case z > z3. Also it is valid that y(z) \ 0, 0 [ z [ z2. Thus it remains to
prove that
z2=bd3. (3.25)
The root of the straight line which goes through the two points (0, 6d3)
and (d, y(d)) is zˆ=cˆd3 > 0 with cˆ=6/(−d2−3d+6/ka˜). Since yœ(z)=
6(z+1) > 0, z ¥ [0, d], one has 0 < z2 < zˆ. Therefore there exists 0 < t < 1,
so that
z2=bd3, b=tcˆ > 0, (3.26)
i.e., (3.25) is satisfied. With (3.18) and (3.26) together it ultimately follows
that
||w−x||. [ bd3, b > 0. L
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